
How many words do you know?



Quality Answers
Session 1: Teacher talk and teaching vocabulary 

Session 2: Better sentences/better thoughts

Session 3: Modelling and scaffolding



How many words do you know?





50, 000 –
60, 000 



‘The ways of words, 
of knowing and 
loving words, is a 
way to the essence 
of things, and to 
the essence of 
knowing’ (John Donne)



The problem: The vocabulary gap between the ‘word rich’ and the 
‘word poor’ and the need for sophisticated and specialist 
vocabulary for the highest grades  

One solution: Our own talk that models the academic code and the 
explicit teaching of tricky but essential vocabulary  

Questions: How should I talk in my lessons? Which words are worth 
teaching well? How do I explicitly teach those words?





So in the classroom:

1. Model the academic code in your talk

2. Use the S E E C model - deliberately and 
spontaneously 

3. Teach key words and concepts memorably 



1. Model the 
academic code in 
your talk



Teachers need to be 
highly skilled speakers in 
order to develop the oral 
competence of their pupils. 
We are modelling speech 
all the time.



Infusing vocabulary
‘As teachers, we should be using [or infusing] vocabulary we 
suspect that our students don’t quite know yet, but we 
surround the unknown word with comprehensible input. 

If speaking this way becomes a habit, then our students are 
fortunate: they will be learning new words effortlessly’ 

(Amy Benjamin) 



Most vocabulary growth results incidentally from massive 

immersion in the world of language and knowledge … the 

growth of word knowledge is slow and incremental, requiring 

multiple exposures to words. One doesn’t just learn a word’s 

meaning and then have the word.

(E.D. Hirsch)

Immersion in the world of language  



1. Using discourse 
markers –

because, on the other 
hand, consequently  



2. Talking like an 
expert



3. Upgrading or 
restating words 



4. ABC feedback 

Agree with… Yes, because

Build upon…  Yes, and what’s more

Challenge… Alternatively  



5. Phrasing 
tentatively –

perhaps, possibly, might 
suggest, could mean



1. Using discourse markers

2. Talking like an expert 

3. Upgrading or restating words

4.ABC feedback 

5. Phrasing tentatively 



2. Use the S E E C
model for teaching 
vocabulary



Select words to teach and 
spontaneously teach words

Explain the word well 

(Explore) the word 

Consolidate



Select
Think of the topic area.

What words are important to understand?

Topic: movement of substances in and out of cells.

Word selected: Osmosis



Explain
• Say the word carefully

• Write the word slowly

• Define the word: the movement of water, down a concentration 
gradient, across a partially permeable membrane

• Give an example: water moves into the root hair cell by osmosis 

O s m o s i s



Explore
• Osmosis – from the Greek  ōsmos - ‘a push’

• It appears water is pushed into or out of a cell

• Then give examples of the word in use, maybe multiple 
choice options, peer discussion, when not to use the word



Consolidate
• Recap meaning in context –

often at end of lesson

• Test and learn (e.g. explain the 
image)



3. Teach key words 
and concepts 
memorably 



‘I tend to regard 
bringing in concepts, 
as embodied by 
specific pieces of 
vocabulary that you’ll 
make vivid in some way, 
as being almost a moral 
responsibility’
(Beadle, Phil).





Both ___

Whereas ______ , _______ .

In comparison to _____ , ______ .

Despite the fact that ______ , 
they both ___ .





Equipping pupils ‘with higher order vocabulary is, if you think 
about it, the most profoundly political part of the job.’ 

In introducing pupils ‘to higher order language, you are enabling 
them to convey an increasing complexity of thought, and 
besides this, you’re also teaching them how to talk in the 
language of the orthodoxy – those who hold the reins of power’ 

(Beadle, Phil).




